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Objective

The objective of this task is to identify key elements in previous studies on the marketing of solar water
heaters in the new home industry. This review includes studies performed by FOCUS Marketing
Services, the National Association of Home Builders Research Center, Symmetrics Marketing
Corporation, and the California Energy Commission.

Methodology

Team members reviewed the specified reports and analyzed the key messages of each report. The
appendix to this report contains the team’s summary of the findings, conclusions, and recommendations
from each of the reports. These factors were considered in conjunction with the extensive knowledge and
building industry background of the members of the FOCUS team.

The review took into account the concerns of homebuilders and home buyers, and the real and perceived
strengths and weaknesses of solar water heating products. The results of this review are presented in this
report, to be used as the basis of developing the marketing plan and recommendations that will become
part of Task 3.

Overview

The previous studies were targeted to different audiences, had distinct study objectives, and used various
quantitative and qualitative research methodologies. Although there were some discrepancies in their
detailed findings, there were several common conclusions that are pertinent for further consideration.

This report is organized around these conclusions. For each major conclusion or “key message,” this
report cites at least four of the previous reports. In addition, the team has added the marketing
implications of these messages.
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Previous Reports

The following legend was used to reference the previous reports:

Legend Key Report
NAHB “Opportunities for Solar Water Heating,” NAHB Research Center, January

1998.
FOCUS 1 “Solar Water Heating Quantitative Survey (Report on),” Quantitative

Research, Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations, Focus Marketing
Services, April 1999.

FOCUS 2 “Solar Water Heating Qualitative Survey (Report on),” Qualitative Research,
Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations, Focus Marketing Services,
January 28, 1998.

SYM “New Home Buyer Solar Water Heater Trade-off Study”, Symmetrics
Marketing Corporation, June 1999.

CEC “Analysis of Various Water Heating Systems”, California Energy
Commission, May 1996.

Key Messages

1. Most people know about solar water heating, but are not familiar with current
technology. Many have negative impressions based upon the early rush to solar.

• Solar has a negative image with many consumers.
- Early applications were ugly.
- Consumers are insecure about system reliability.

• Builders and consumers believe solar systems are expensive to install and maintain.
 

 References
 

 NAHB
 
 “In all groups, respondents had some familiarity with solar water heating” p. 2
 “Many builders had negative top-of-mind reactions to the term “solar water heating.”, p.2
 “Builder expectations that solar water heating systems would be unattractive were confirmed by Photos 1
and 2 …”, p. 2.
 
 “There was generally a limited understanding by builders about the costs for currently available solar
water heating systems. They perceived that they were significantly more expensive than they actually
are.”, p. 3.
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 FOCUS 2
 
 “…respondents … admit they have little knowledge of solar energy. And the images they do have of solar

equipment are negative in terms of appearance, function, maintenance and cost. For many, solar
energy is something they consciously reject.”, p. 4.

 “…non-users express strong concerns about the appearance, reliability and maintenance expenses
associated with solar systems…”, p. 4.
 
 FOCUS 1
 
 “While a large portion of respondents are aware that solar water heating does exist, it is not something
that is top-of-mind, or something they think about when looking for a new home.” p. 3.
 “…many respondents express concern about the overall economics of installing a solar system.”, p. 4.

 
 SYM
 
 “While solar water heaters suffer from a bad reputation, the new solar technology has potential with new

home buyers.”, p. 39.
 “Home buyers currently have clear perceptions of the disadvantages of solar water heaters.”, p. 39.

 

 Marketing Implications

• “Solar marketers need to eliminate perceived disadvantages -  high initial cost, unattractive,
unreliable, vulnerable to bad weather.” (SYM, p. 39)

• New solar technologies must be showcased for consumers to see for themselves that the new solar
roof collectors are aesthetically appealing.

• Consumer concerns about reliability cannot be satisfied from short run experience with the product.
Instead, their confidence must be satisfied by one or more of the following -- the reputation of the
manufacturer, brand recognition, the reputation of the installer, the reputation of the builder, the
strength of the product warranty and/or the third party sponsor (utility company, governmental body,
etc.).

2. If a consumer is attracted to solar water heating, the major advantage considered is
lower energy costs. Although using solar energy has some environmental appeal,
the utility industry has done a good job convincing the consumers that gas and
electricity are “clean” alternatives.

• The current depressed market for gasoline has made consumers less concerned about saving non-
renewable energy sources. (This is an observation of the Focus team, not mentioned in the earlier
reports.)

• When natural gas is available, the relative economics of solar water heating are not obvious to the
consumer.
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• Electricity is considered a high cost alternative. Most consumers are easily convinced that a
combination of solar and electric is more economical than electric alone for water heating.
 

 References
 
 NAHB
 
 “Most respondents offered natural gas water heaters if they were available because they were thought to

be less expensive to operate, have quicker heat recovery, and were preferred by most customers.”,
p. 1.

 “…criteria for choosing a water heating system. Cost, efficiency, and recovery time were the most
frequently cited attributes that were important to builders. …were directly related to meeting customer
expectations.”, p. 1 and 2.
 “Builders felt that consumers did not want to think about their water heating system or maintenance, and
that, despite being concerned about the environment, home owners are more concerned about price,
aesthetics, and resale.”, p. 3.

 
 FOCUS 2
 
 “Demonstrating both short and long-term money savings that are possible when using solar water heating

in a straightforward and believable manner is the key to increasing sales of these systems.”, p. 4.
 “…it is nice to do what you can to help the environment, but did not/would not base their purchase
decision upon environmental factors.”, p. 5.

 
 FOCUS 1
 
 “Four of the five most important purchase decision factors focus on the overall financial picture -

maintenance required, warranty provided, monthly money savings, and fully installed price.”, p. 4.
 
 SYM
 
 “The major perceived advantage to solar is lower energy costs…”, p. 39.
 “Interest in solar water heaters was largely driven by price and performance…”, p. 43.

 
 CEC
 
 “…shows gas water heating less expensive on a life-cycle basis than electric water heating when natural

gas is available.”, p. 1.
 “Among the natural gas water heating options in the Sacramento area, conventional gas water heaters
appear more cost effective than solar water heaters using these gas water heaters as their backup.”, p. 1.
 “A combined ICS-propane gas system becomes the least cost option when natural gas is not available.”,
p. 1.
 “Among electric water heating systems, the least cost system based on life-cycle costs is an ICS-electric
system. The next least cost system is an active solar-electric water heater.”, p. 1.
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 Marketing Implications

• “Solar marketers need to be able to demonstrate cost advantage and payback to home buyers.” (SYM,
p. 39)

• Markets currently without natural gas offer the best potential for solar water heating to gain market
share. The economic advantage of solar can be demonstrated conclusively.

• Solar water heater manufacturers can influence the economics of their systems by increasing
efficiency and lowering initial system costs. “If they can focus on increased efficiency while reducing
costs, keeping reliability high and maintenance low, they have the opportunity to produce systems
which are more cost-effective than simple gas water heating systems.” (CEC, p. 2)

• “Solar marketers need to determine what type of unit can satisfy this price/performance trade-off.”
(SYM, p. 43)
 

3. After learning about current technology and product options, consumers were more
likely to consider purchasing a solar water heating system.

• Builders and consumers were favorable to the appearance of the latest roof collectors.

• After being made aware of what was available in solar, consumers said they would consider solar
water heating.

 References

 NAHB
 
 “…they [builders] thought the system shown in the third photograph was attractive. Contractors…thought

the second and third photos were attractive.”, p. 2.
 

 FOCUS 2
 
  “After being exposed to the newer solar panels, non-users unanimously agree that they would not steer

away from a home equipped with this type of system, especially if it saved them money.”, p. 5.
 “…non-users…would accept solar if offered as a standard on a home. However, most would be
suspicious of a builder offering solar water heating as an upgrade, assuming they were pushing this
equipment as an added profit center, rather than as something beneficial for the buyer.”, p. 5.
 “Consumers are also much more likely to purchase a solar system from the builder as the home is being
built because they view the installation as being much more simple and safe in terms of the roof warranty
during the construction stage.”, p. 5.
 “The newer versions of solar panels are significantly more appealing…than the older, larger panes.”, p. 6.
 “…users…are very committed to solar energy.”, p. 7.
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 FOCUS 1
 
 “Over nine in ten respondents (96%) did not consider solar water heating when they recently purchased

their new home…”, p. 3.
 “…over three-fourths of all respondents indicate that if their builder had recommended solar they would
have either seriously considered it or wanted to learn more.”, p. 3.
 “There appears to be a sizable amount of interest in the newer types of solar water heating systems,
assuming the solar industry can make these systems readily available and can generate much stronger
awareness of these systems among home buyers.”, p. 4.

 
 SYM
 
 “Interest in solar water heaters increased substantially once home buyers were ‘educated’ about the new

technology.”, p. 39.
  “People were more likely to be interested in solar…if they had some prior experience with solar…”,
p. 41.

 

 Marketing Implications

• “The success of solar water heaters is dependent upon multiple players: manufacturers, builders,
realtors, consumers.” (SYM, p. 44)

• “Solar marketers need to demonstrate to builders that there IS consumer interest in the product.”
(SYM, p. 44)

• “Consumers will adopt solar if

- the cost/benefit is favorable to them
- builders/realtors push the product” (SYM, p. 44)

• “…the solar industry needs to clearly communicate the facts that the new solar systems come with
strong warranties and are relatively maintenance free.” (FOCUS 2, p. 4)

• The ability to deliver a strong statement of savings would increase the builder’s ability to sell solar
water hearing to their customers.

• Offering energy efficient products as standard features and implementing a strong marketing
campaign can differentiate the builder’s product from competitors. Making solar water heating
standard should also reduce the delivered cost to the consumer.



 APPENDIX
 

 Working Paper
 Key Points From Previous Reports
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 Key Message  Page
 NAHB Research Center (NAHB)

 Eight focus groups with builders, contractors, and architects to understand
regional differences in construction practices and familiarity with solar water
heating.

 

 Builders said their decision on water heaters is based on low first cost and consumer
preference.
 Plumbers include the cost in the total fixed price bid for piping, fixtures and faucets.
 Gas units are perceived as having a higher installed cost - all houses must have
electricity, but gas lines must be run for gas water heaters and other gas appliances.

 1

 Natural gas offered if available - less expensive to operate, quicker heat recovery and
preferred by consumers.

 1

 Builders consider home buyers the key decision maker for a water heater,
 Architects consider themselves the key decision maker,
 Contractors consider themselves key.

 1

 Custom/luxury builders offer several options to reduce hot water delivery time -
recirculating pumps, heat recovery systems, multiple water heaters and solar water
heating.

 1

 Title 24 and California Energy Code led starter and move-up builders in Sacramento
to suggest the construction trade-offs needed to compensate for the inefficiency of
electric water heaters made them prohibitively expensive.

 1

 Criteria for choosing a water heating system varied by type of respondent.
 Builders - cost, efficiency and recovery time. Meeting customer expectations.
 Architects - availability, code acceptance, home owner preference, recovery time,
warranty, worker familiarity with installation and impact on the builder.
 Contractors - some positive and some negative responses to both active and passive
[solar water] heating.

 1 & 2

 All were somewhat familiar with solar water heating.  2
 Builders are negative to the term “solar water heating”, and skeptical about cost-
effectiveness. Fear of roof leaks and thought solar collectors were ugly.
 Architects are positive on active solar in areas not subject to freezing, but are negative
on passive systems.

 2

 Architect comments on passive systems: bummer, freezing, leaks, panel problems.  29
 When a community is against solar, it is difficult for builders and architects to use it
on their homes.

 2

 Builders are interested in whether solar will work and not cause difficulties over time.
 Architects want solar to be as reliable and unobtrusive as conventional water heaters.

 2

 Several trade contractors are concerned about the impact a solar water heater would
have on the construction process and labor costs.

 2

 Contractors believed the installation needs to be simplified and standardized.  2
 Builders perceived solar to be more expensive than it is.  2 & 3
 Architects are concerned about economics of solar - it should not cost more.  3
 Builders think consumers do not want to think about their water heating system.  3
 Architects think consumer worries about aesthetics, maintenance and monthly cost.  3
 There is disagreement over who should install SWH. Orlando thought specialty
contractors, Sacramento felt existing contractors should install and Phoenix move-up
builder thought a large plumbing contractor would be ideal.

 3

 Concern over the solar collector on the roof causing leaks.  2
 Architects suggest solar water heating may cause construction interface problems with
electricity, plumbing and framing.

 31
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 Group recommendations to the solar industry:
• Improved marketing, aesthetics, installation, image and design.
• Make it affordable
• Educate consumers
• Technical assistance and a good warranty
• Incentives/rebates, product support, knowledgeable contractors, good

performance data, and reliability.

3

Also recommended forming partnerships with the government, utilities,
manufacturers, suppliers, distributors, and/or builders.

3

Builders need to be able to make money on offering the product and they are
concerned whether or not the buyer will pay more.

17

Contractors felt a major brand name on the product would be a benefit. 49
NAHB Conclusions
• Appearance is the biggest concern for SWH.  4
• Builders and buyers are very satisfied with existing gas water heaters - desired

recovery time and reliability.
 4

• Past state and Federal incentive programs tainted the word “solar”. (“Fly-by-
night” contractors and poor product contributed to the bad impressions.)

 

 4

• Builders, who build for market demand, do not perceive a consumer demand for
solar.

• Architects influence the high-end market and are open to solar.
• Plumbers want to install SWH if it going to be installed.

 4

 NAHB Recommendations  
• Conduct application engineering, field testing, and market demonstrations with

opinion leading builders and their trade contractors to integrate SWHs into new
residential construction.

 4

• Conduct market research on effective messages and channels for creating builder
and consumer demand.

 4

• Address solar collector design issues through charrettes with architects.  4
 Symmetrics Marketing Corp. (Sym)

 Sponsored by SRP and NREL.
 Research in the Phoenix and Las Vegas markets to determine “utility” or
importance of the solar water heater vis-à-vis other features.
 Identify demographic and psychographic characteristics of new home buyer
that correlate with the perceived utility of the solar water heater.
 Identify features of the solar water heater, itself, most valued by new home
buyers.

 

 Sym Conclusions  
• Solar water heaters suffer from a bad reputation, but new solar technology shows

promise.
 39

• Interest in solar increased after home buyer was “educated” about the new
technology.

 39

• Major perceived advantage to solar is lower energy costs.  39
• Perceived disadvantages are strong and include high initial cost, unattractive,

unreliable, vulnerable to bad weather.
 39

• For the study group, energy efficient windows and appliances were more popular
with home buyers, but solar was ahead of others such as countertops, home
security or fireplace.

 40
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• On average, home buyers would rather see a price reduction of $2,000.  40
• People with some prior experience or knowledge of solar were more likely to be

interested in solar. Also, buyers of larger homes and those who are more
environmentally conscious.

 41

• Biggest disadvantage was high initial cost - would not consider SWH if over
$2,000. Expect to pay $1,000 to $1,500.

 42

• Major drivers of consumer preference:
• System capacity (at least 70-80% of needs)
• Roof location
• $1,000 to $1,500

 42

• Other desires of consumers:
• Backing of local utility or nationally - known firm

 42

• Price and performance of solar water heater is very important.  43
• Success will depend upon manufacturers, builders, realtors and consumers.

Builders must be convinced that there is consumer interest.
 44

 FOCUS Marketing - Qualitative (FOCUS 2)
 Focus group research with users and non-users of solar water heating. Users
in Phoenix and Sacramento. Non-users in Phoenix, Sacramento and Orlando

 .

 FOCUS 2 Conclusions  
• Public needs education with regard to solar water heating - it’s not a top of mind

product. Need to reverse negative associations.
 4

• Short and long-term money savings are the key to selling solar water heating
systems.

 4

• Industry must convince public that new systems come with a strong warranty and
are relatively maintenance free.

 4

• Most agree that we should try to help the environment, it is worthwhile, but they
are not willing to pay a premium because they do not believe gas water heaters are
big polluters.

 5

• Builders can have a big impact on the use of solar - making it standard or by
installing it in model homes with a convincing presentation of the long-term cost
savings.

 5

• With no known brands in the industry, the reputation of the installer is important
to the buyer.

 6

• The new technology, smaller systems are much more attractive to the home buyer.  6
• The solar users in the focus groups were satisfied with their solar experience.  7
 FOCUS 2 Recommendations  
• Incentive program for builders to develop communities with SWH; positive

experience of new home owners will create interest amongst owners of older
homes

 8

• Develop and enforce strong state standards for installation of solar - will create
confidence with new solar buyers.

 8

• Initial marketing efforts should be directed toward new home communities where
only electricity is available. (Solar offers larger economic advantage).

 8

• Distribute solar water heaters in same channels as traditional gas and electric
heaters for greater consumer awareness.

 8

• Develop information pieces showing advantage of solar to be distributed at home
shows, new home communities and retail outlets where water heaters are sold.

 8
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 FOCUS Marketing - Quantitative (FOCUS 1)
 Telephone interviews with 300 new home buyers - 100 each in Florida,
Arizona and California. These homes do not have solar water heaters.

 

 FOCUS 1 Conclusions  
• Although 90% of respondents said they had heard of solar water heating, it was

not “top of mind”.
 3

• Builders are not currently doing much to help the solar industry, but they could be
a big help.
• Over 40% of survey respondents agree solar should be standard equipment on

all new homes.
• 40% would pay an average of $21.60 additional on their monthly mortgage.

 3

• Key motivating factor to purchase solar is to save money, but many respondents
expressed some concern about the overall economics of solar.

 4

• Respondents showed interest in the newer types of solar water heating systems.  4
 FOCUS 1 Recommendations  
• Create a communications program to generate increased awareness in the newer

types of solar water heating systems.
 5

• The primary message should be money savings, followed by a low maintenance
and strong warranty message.

 5

• Push builders to install solar as standard - buyers are favorable to the feature, even
though they would not currently know to ask for it.

5

California Energy Commission (CEC)
Using the life-cycle cost of owning and operating a water heater, this study
compares the economics of various water heating systems in the Sacramento
area. Systems evaluated included electric resistance, natural gas, solar with
electric backup, solar with gas backup, and an electric heat pump. Two types
of solar systems are included: active and integral collector storage (ICS or
passive).

Natural gas, when available, is less costly than electric water heating. 1
When natural gas is not available, a combined ICS-propane gas system is the least
cost option.

1

Among electric water heating systems, the least cost system is an ICS-electric system,
followed by an active solar-electric water heater system.

1

Solar water heater manufacturers can influence the economics of their systems by
increasing their efficiency and lowering the initial system costs. If they can do this
while keeping reliability high and maintenance low, they have the opportunity to
produce systems that are more cost-effective than simple gas water heating systems.

2
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